I. INTRODUCTION {#acm20090-sec-0001}
===============

Patient respiratory data is easily and readily accessible through external surrogates, which are frequently used to monitor respiratory motion. External chest wall and abdominal surrogate motion are used clinically for 4D CT,^(^ [^1^](#acm20090-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^2^](#acm20090-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ to gate images for patient setup, respiratory gated treatments, and for motion tracking.^(^ [^3^](#acm20090-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^4^](#acm20090-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^5^](#acm20090-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^6^](#acm20090-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} ^)^

Common external surrogate systems include Real‐time Position Management and pneumatic bellows. The RPM system employs an infrared camera and small plastic box with reflective markers placed on the patient thorax or abdomen to monitor and record external motion. The bellows system consists of a deformable belt placed around the abdomen that expands and contracts with respiratory motion. The changing tension in the belt is measured to produce the respiratory signal. Both these surrogates are commercially available and currently used clinically. Ideally, internal tumor motion can be tracked with real time X‐ray imaging, but this is at the cost of increased radiation dose to patients. External surrogates can complement X‐ray‐based imaging techniques as a means to reduce the required frequency of imaging interventions.

Although external surrogates are widely used in radiotherapy applications, the extent of this motion is not well‐described in the literature. There have been few, small sample sized studies that have investigated respiratory motion parameters for external respiratory surrogates.^(^ [^7^](#acm20090-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^8^](#acm20090-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^9^](#acm20090-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ I n order to fully describe this respiratory motion, a large population study is needed. To complete the picture of respiratory motion, not only do the basic extent of motion parameters, such as peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase need to be described, but also the variability of respiratory motion including inter‐ and intrafraction motion and baseline drift.

While gating is traditionally used with lung, liver, and abdominal patients, it is increasingly applied to breast cancer treatments.^(^ [^10^](#acm20090-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ There is limited respiratory data specific to this population. The breast cancer patient population may have different respiratory qualities based on potentially better lung function, the fact that patients are often younger, and the almost exclusively female population. The inclusion of the healthy volunteer study provides a different population group from the commonly studied lung cancer patient population. Lung cancer patients often have compromised lung function and the general characteristics of their breathing patterns will not necessarily be representative of all populations.^(^ [^11^](#acm20090-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ It has been suggested that women may breathe more with their thorax than men.^(^ [^12^](#acm20090-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ The thoracic respiratory motion will be more important for breast cancer patients than abdominal motion that is more commonly studied. Motion of the thorax can crucially impact the heart dose in left‐sided breast cancer patients.^(^ [^13^](#acm20090-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ Dose homogeneity in the breast has been shown to decrease with organ motion due to respiration.^(^ [^14^](#acm20090-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^15^](#acm20090-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ In the specific case of breast cancer patients, the external surrogate motion should be directly related to tumor motion; however, this is not necessarily the case for other tumor locations.

With this in mind, we have analyzed a large patient database and compiled a volunteer study of respiratory motion in order to develop a population database of respiratory information. Extent of motion information including peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale positions, are necessary for understanding the typical ranges to expect during radiation therapy treatment. Fluctuations of parameters during typical treatment times and between treatments days are studied in order to understand the expected intra‐ and interfraction variations. Baseline drift and duty cycle are also examined. Duty cycle is a critical part of any gating program and should be optimized for efficiency and efficacy of treatment. We also determined the amplitude/ phase correspondence for the external surrogates across typical phase bins used in 4D imaging. This analysis has implications for gated radiotherapy where imaging is phase‐based and treatment is often amplitude‐based. These analyses will be valuable for both treatment planning and commissioning of external surrogates.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#acm20090-sec-0002}
=========================

We obtained respiratory data from the Real Time Position Management System (RPM, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). The two main components of the RPM system are a marker block and a tracking camera.^(^ [^16^](#acm20090-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ The camera is a charge coupled device (CCD) with an infrared (IR) emitter and was installed on the ceiling of the treatment rooms and on the foot of the bed in the simulation room. Two reflective circular markers on the plastic cuboid block are tracked simultaneously to measure the calibrated vertical motion. We used this RPM set up to study two different populations: patients and volunteers.

The RPM patient database consists of traces from lung, chest, and abdominal patients (Table [1](#acm20090-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The data were acquired with RPM block placed between the xiphoid process and the umbilicus at the position of largest respiratory motion. There are over 1000 patient traces from 120 individual patients.

###### 

Patient characteristics.

                                                                  *Patients*           *Volunteers*
  --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------
  Mean age (range)                                                68.6 (4--92) years   35 (22--65)
  Male/female                                                     57/63                5/25
  Lung/Chest/Other[^a^](#acm20090-tbl-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   80/33/7              N/A
  R/L vs C                                                        45/53 vs. 15         N/A

Other includes liver, abdominal, Hodgkin\'s, seminoma (blood vessels), and spine.

The volunteer study consisted of 30 (25 female and 5 male) healthy participants without lung cancer. We recorded RPM data at two respiratory positions: the abdomen, similar to the clinical setup, and the thorax on the sternum at the nipple line, which provides an estimate of breast motion. These two placements allow for comparison between abdominal and thoracic respiratory motion. For five of the female volunteers, we also rotated the RPM camera, block placement, and volunteer couch position 90° to assess the superior--inferior (SI) component of the motion.

Each patient and volunteer breathing trace consists of up to six minutes of respiratory data. For complete population data without weighting bias, we analyzed the single longest trace for each patient. We excluded null data traces where the IR signal was blocked or data were incorrectly recorded. We also excluded datasets with a large number of breath holds that were not representative of normal breathing, and any datasets with less than one minute of respiratory data.

The University of Calgary\'s Conjoint Faculties Research Ethics Board approved these studies.

A. Population statistics {#acm20090-sec-0003}
------------------------

From the RPM data, we found the peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase for each subject. End exhale is the phase of the local minima for an individual breathing cycle. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for amplitude, period, and end exhale phase for the three groups: patient abdominal, volunteer abdominal, and volunteer thoracic. Two‐tailed t‐tests determined which parameters were statistically different, with a 5% significance level. We performed all analyses in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

Baseline drift is defined as the change in the vertical position of the local minima (end exhale) of the respiratory cycle^(^ [^2^](#acm20090-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ and was calculated for each trace, as shown in Fig. [1](#acm20090-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Dependency of baseline drift on tumor location was examined by comparing both the absolute and percent baseline drift between right/left and centrally located tumors. Duty cycle is an important measure of treatment efficiency in gated radiotherapy. It is defined as the ratio of beam‐on time to treatment delivery time. In this study, we calculated duty cycle of amplitude‐based gating,^(^ [^17^](#acm20090-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ for gating windows of 10%--60%.

![The first 30 seconds of data (a) are discarded to allow subjects to relax into restful breathing and to exclude any set up changes such as couch shifts and patient adjustments; (b) for the next 30--60 s, the mean location of end exhale (MEE) and cycle amplitude (MA) were found; the maximum upward (MUD) (c) and downward drift (MDD) were calculate from MEE and the maximum drift (MD) and percent drift determined.](ACM2-14-090-g001){#acm20090-fig-0001}

In order to investigate amplitude variation across common phase bins employed by applications such as 4D CT, we examined the spread of amplitude points at typical phase windows. Each patient trace was separated into phase‐binned cycles (phase 1--101) and then these were split into phase bins of 1--11, 11--21,..., and 91--101. The variation across each bin is displayed using box and whisker plots.

B. Patient statistics over time {#acm20090-sec-0004}
-------------------------------

To investigate inter‐ and intrafraction motion, we examined patient respiratory traces from three different treatment days, each spaced at least one week and up to two weeks apart. Fifty‐five of 125 patients matched these criteria. We evaluated the inter‐ and intrafraction variability for period, peak‐to‐peak amplitude, and end exhale phase. The interfraction variation was defined as the standard deviation (SD) of all data over the three days of treatment, and the intrafraction variation as the SD from each treatment day. We evaluated the mean change over time by averaging the three daily intrafraction measurements. The coefficient of variation ($\left( {\text{CV} = \text{SD}/\text{mean}*100\%} \right)$ provides a standardized comparison between the three parameters: period, peak‐to‐peak amplitude, and end exhale phase. The correlation coefficient was calculated between the CV of peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase to determine if variability of one parameter had a definitive impact on another. Baseline drift was also analyzed over time for two subsets of the population: 55 patients over three different treatment days and 10 patients over five different treatment days.

III. RESULTS {#acm20090-sec-0005}
============

A. Population statistics {#acm20090-sec-0006}
------------------------

The population mean and standard deviation of the peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase are shown in Table [2](#acm20090-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}, and the histograms comparing these measurements for patients, volunteer abdominal, and volunteer thoracic are shown in Figs. [2(a)](#acm20090-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, [2(b)](#acm20090-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, and [2(c)](#acm20090-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale all have similar, approximately normal, distributions. Only the female volunteers were included in the analysis, because for the males in our study, the motion of the RPM box placed on the thorax was not reliably detectable. For the volunteer study, the superior--inferior (SI) motion of a small subset of the volunteers was analyzed. The mean peak‐to‐peak SI amplitude of these five volunteers was 0.1 cm (range of 0--0.2 cm), the mean period was 3.6 s (2.6--4.8 s), and the mean end exhale phase was 56.7% (52.9%--61.3%). The SI motion was smaller in each volunteer than the corresponding measurement of either the thoracic or abdominal motions in the anterior--posterior direction.

###### 

Mean, median, and standard deviation (SD) of peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase for patients and volunteers, both abdominal and thoracic placement.

                            *Patient*   *Volunteer Abdomen*   *Volunteer Thoracic*
  ---------------- -------- ----------- --------------------- ----------------------
  Amplitude (cm)   Mean     1.0         0.8                   0.2
                   Median   0.9         0.8                   0.2
                   SD       0.5         0.3                   0.2
  Period (s)       Mean     3.6         4.2                   4.1
                   Median   3.5         4.0                   4.1
                   SD       1.0         1.1                   0.8
  End exhale (%)   Mean     59.5        57.7                  56.1
                   Median   59.0        58.0                  56.0
                   SD       6.3         6.9                   6.8

![Notes: The amplitude was calculated as the vertical distance from peak to trough for each cycle and averaged for each patient and volunteer. The period was calculated by the time between local maxima for each cycle and average for each patient and volunteer. Each patient trace was sorted according to phase, and labeled with phase 1 to 101 and end exhale was calculated by finding the phase of the local minima for each cycle for each patient trace. This plot highlights the asymmetry of respiratory motion with end exhale at approximately 60%, not 50% of an expected symmetric motion.\
Histograms of peak‐to‐peak amplitude (cm), period (s), and end exhale phase (%) are shown for patients (dark grey), volunteers abdominal measurement (light grey), and volunteer thoracic measurement (black).](ACM2-14-090-g002){#acm20090-fig-0002}

The differences between the abdominal motion of the volunteers and patients, and the thoracic and abdominal motion of the volunteers were tested for statistical significance. The period was not statistically different between these groups. Patients had significantly greater abdominal peak‐to‐peak amplitude ($p = 0.04$) than volunteers\' abdominal motion. The volunteers\' thoracic motion was significantly smaller than their abdominal motion ($p = 0.01$). Statistically, the end exhale phase for patients occurred later in the breathing cycle than for volunteers ($p < 0.001$). A systematic phase difference in volunteers\' thoracic and abdominal end exhale phase was observed, with the abdominal end exhale position at a later phase than the thoracic position ($p < 0.001$).

The amplitude/phase correspondence across typical imaging phase bins was analyzed. Figure [3(a)](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows box and whisker plots for each of the phase bins for the amplitudes of all patients. The box portion of the plot represents the 25th and 75th quartiles and the central line the 50th quartile (median). The whisker portion is the 95% spread of the data. The spread of the exhale bins is smaller than the inhale bins, which is consistent with findings showing end exhale as the more stable position. The last two graphs in Fig. [3](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} show the variation found from single patients. Figure [3(b)](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the patient with the minimal standard deviation of amplitude in each bin, while Fig. [3(c)](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the patient with maximal variation. Figure [3(c)](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} represents a patient that falls beyond the 95% of the data shown in Fig. [3(a)](#acm20090-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.

![The amplitude/phase correspondence is shown for all patients (a), as well as the patient with the minimal variation (b) and the maximal variation (c).](ACM2-14-090-g003){#acm20090-fig-0003}

Figure [4](#acm20090-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the baseline drift for patient and volunteer abdominal measurements. The shapes of the curves are very similar; however, patient baseline drift is larger than that of the volunteers ($p = 0.008$). The absolute baseline drift was measured up to 2 cm in the patient group and 0.3 cm in volunteer group. Over 40% of patients show baseline drifts of 30% of the amplitude, while 10% of patients show percent baseline drifts greater than 60% of the amplitude. The absolute baseline was greater than 0.5 cm for 40% of patients. The percent baseline drift of the volunteers is much smaller. Only 10% of volunteers have a baseline drift of 30% and less than 5% have a baseline drift greater than 60%.

![Cumulative plot of percent baseline drift of patients (black circles) and volunteers (light grey circles) is shown. The percent baseline is calculated as shown in Fig [1](#acm20090-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.](ACM2-14-090-g004){#acm20090-fig-0004}

A subanalysis compared the correlation of baseline drift to tumor position for the chest/ lung cancer patients between centrally and right/left located tumors. We found no statistically significant differences between either absolute baseline drift (central: $19 \pm 16\text{mm}$ and right/left: $32 \pm 31\text{mm}$) or percent baseline drift (central: $20.9\% \pm 24.5\%$ and right/left: $50.2\% \pm 80.0\%$). Baseline drift is hypothesized to be associated with stress^(^ [^2^](#acm20090-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ and the nonstatistically significant difference between central and peripheral tumors is consistent with hypothesis, as the stress levels of the patients would not necessarily be different across those two groups.

The duty cycles for both the volunteers (abdominal) and the patients are shown in Fig. [5](#acm20090-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} and the results are similar. The duty cycle spread is greater in the patient population. For the volunteers, the outliers represent the same two volunteers: one at the upper bound and one at the lower.

![Notes: Here the duty cycle data is shown as a box and whiskers diagram with the horizontal line indicating the median, the upper, and lower edges of the box representing the 75th and 25th percentiles, the vertical lines, the whiskers, above and below the box represent approximately 99% coverage ($\pm 2.7\,\text{SD}$) and the remaining points are outliers.\
Duty cycle of patients (dark grey) and volunteers (light grey).](ACM2-14-090-g005){#acm20090-fig-0005}

B. Patient statistics over time {#acm20090-sec-0007}
-------------------------------

We calculated both inter‐ and intrafraction variability for a subset of 55 patients. Table [3](#acm20090-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} gives the mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (CV) for inter‐ and intrafraction motion. The CV allows for comparison between the three parameters and indicates that end exhale is more stable between and within fractions than amplitude or period. The CV is larger for interfraction motion than intrafraction motion. Figure [6](#acm20090-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows that the variability of one parameter is not correlated with the variability of the others with correlation coefficients of 0.10 (end exhale and period), 0.08 (amplitude and period), and 0.12 (end exhale and amplitude). Figures [7(a)](#acm20090-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} and [7(b)](#acm20090-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} show the baseline drift for the 50 patients over three days and the 10 patients over five days. Baseline drift is found to fluctuate over time, with no clear increasing or decreasing trends.

###### 

Intra‐ and interfraction variability of peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale for 55 patients.

  *Intrafraction Motion*   *Amplitude (cm)*   *Period (s)*   *End Exhale (%)*
  ------------------------ ------------------ -------------- ------------------
  Mean                     0.9                3.6            60.3
  SD                       0.2                0.4            2.3
  CV (%)                   22.5               10.2           3.8
  *Interfraction Motion*                                     
  Mean                     0.9                3.6            60.3
  SD                       0.3                0.9            4.9
  CV (%)                   37.0               24.3           8.1

![Interfraction coefficient of variation is shown for amplitude (black), period (light grey), and end exhale (dark grey). The data are presented in order of increasing amplitude variability. For the coefficient of variation, the standard deviation was calculated from three different treatment days, each a week apart. There is no correlation between the coefficient of variation for amplitude, period, and end exhale.](ACM2-14-090-g006){#acm20090-fig-0006}

![Baseline drift for: (a) 50 patients with three measurements each a week apart, and (b) 10 patients, five measurements each a week apart. There is no obvious trend of increasing or decreasing baseline drift over the course of treatment.](ACM2-14-090-g007){#acm20090-fig-0007}

IV. DISCUSSION {#acm20090-sec-0008}
==============

Our study examines the external motion of the chest wall and not internal tumor motion. This data is one‐dimensional and therefore cannot account for hysteresis, but should portray similar characteristics to the internal motion. External surrogates are beneficial because the data are easily accessible; however, caution must be taken to verify the internal--external correlation prior to clinical applications. Our measurements and analysis provide accumulation respiratory motion data that can be consulted for typical ranges of motion and variability.

Respiratory motion measures, including peak‐to‐peak amplitude and period, have been explored in the literature for external surrogates with smaller patient numbers.^(^ [^7^](#acm20090-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^8^](#acm20090-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^9^](#acm20090-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^18^](#acm20090-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ Our results for mean (SD) for amplitude, 1.0 (0.5) cm, and period, 3.7 (1.0) s, fall into the range of motion found for external motion range of amplitudes of 3 mm to 3 cm^(^ [^8^](#acm20090-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^9^](#acm20090-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ and a range of period of 4.8 (1.2) s.^(^ [^18^](#acm20090-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} ^)^

Only one paper, to the best of our knowledge, shows a comparison between lung cancer patients and volunteers. Cai et al.^(^ [^19^](#acm20090-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ investigated internal lung motion in seven healthy volunteers and five lung cancer patients. The differences between the two groups were not explicitly examined. Data of the two groups were combined into a single analysis that provided no comparison between lung cancer patients and healthy volunteers. Using the data provided in their manuscript, we calculated the mean amplitude of $0.90 \pm 0.29$ cm and $0.90 \pm 0.30$ cm for volunteers and patients, respectively. Although, their analysis was performed on an internal dataset, the relationship between the magnitude volunteer and patient respiratory motion is consistent with our results of $0.8 \pm 0.2$ cm and $1.0 \pm 0.5$ cm for volunteers and patients.

The use of an external surrogate is potentially closer to reality for the early stage breast patient population because the trajectory of the tumor will be more true to the trajectory of the external surrogate. Our volunteer group represents this population in such characteristics as age, lung function, and activity level ranges. The thoracic position of respiratory motion measured for the volunteers is potentially representative of breast motion, but does not account for the difference in stress levels that a breast cancer patient may experience compared to a volunteer. Chopra et al.^(^ [^20^](#acm20090-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ found, for a study of five breast cancer patients, the maximum thoracic amplitude during normal breathing to be approximately 0.2 cm and during deep breathing to be up to 0.5 cm. This result is consistent with the amplitude of $0.3 \pm 0.2$ cm from our volunteer study.

Our results show that the end exhale position of both the volunteers and patients was close to 60% phase. For more than 95% of subjects, the majority of the respiratory cycle is spent in exhale. This indicates the asymmetry between time spent in exhale and inhale during the respiratory cycle. The assumption that end exhale occurs at 50% phase^(^ [^21^](#acm20090-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^22^](#acm20090-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ is often used, but this simplification ignores the asymmetric quality of respiratory motion. Lujan et al.^(^ [^23^](#acm20090-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ explored the impact of asymmetry of motion for 10 liver patients by showing that the effective volume change of the uninvolved liver can vary between ‐5% and 10% for an asymmetric motion with 70% end exhale phase, while smaller variations are seen when the motion is more symmetric. Lujan and colleagues concluded that there was a small dosimetric impact on conventional radiation therapy, but a greater impact could be seen for highly conformal treatments such as IMRT.

The end exhale phase differed with statistical significance between all three groups. Between patients and volunteers abdominal measurement the average difference is small ($< 1\%$) so there is little clinical significance in this finding. In the volunteer group, a statistically significant difference in end exhale phase was found between abdominal and thoracic breathing (2%). The difference between thoracic and abdominal phase for volunteers could suggest a phase shift between internal/external correlation. Again this average difference is quite small, so the clinical impact is minimal. The maximal difference of one volunteer was over 12% and could have a clinical significance if the thoracic motion was used as a surrogate for abdominal motion (or vice versa).

The results for interfraction motion show significant changes in amplitude and period between treatment fractions. Amplitude had the largest interfraction variation with a standard deviation of 5 mm. Korreman et al.^(^ [^24^](#acm20090-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ looked at interfraction variability for 17 patients and found similar results with 1.6 to 8.1 mm standard deviations over the entire course of treatment for external respiratory amplitude. We found that on average, the interfraction variability was larger than the intrafraction variability. This is consistent with results for end exhale phase by Juhler‐Nottrup et al.^(^ [^25^](#acm20090-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ that showed the interfraction variation was significantly larger than the intrafraction variation.

Lujan et al.^(^ [^23^](#acm20090-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ looked at the clinical impact of intrafraction variability of amplitude and found that small changes ($< \, 3\,\text{mm}$) in amplitude may not result in clinically significant changes, but larger variations ($> \, 5\,\text{mm}$) can lead to significant changes. Our average intrafraction standard deviation is 3 mm, with 12/55 patients having standard deviation greater than 5 mm. This indicates approximately 20% of our patients may see clinically significant changes due to their intrafraction variability.

Baseline drift requires monitoring during both gated and non‐gated treatments because of the potential for a geometric miss. It is important during commissioning to ensure that proper systems are in place to handle baseline drifts. When drift occurs during respiratory gating, the treatment is stopped and the gating window is readjusted, increasing uncertainty in the treatment and overall delivery time.^(^ [^26^](#acm20090-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ We found a statistically significant difference in baseline drift between patients and volunteers. This indicates that baseline drift could be correlated to lung function and, if this is the case, patients with poor lung function should be closely monitored if using gating or other complex radiotherapy methods with small internal target volume (ITV) margins. The difference in baseline drift between the two populations could also be due to disparity of stress/relaxation levels between patients with the stress of cancer treatment and volunteers participating in a lower stress study. Rietzel et al.^(^ [^2^](#acm20090-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ explored the cause of baseline drift and found that an important cause could be relaxation of the patient during the procedure or changes between abdominal and thoracic breathing, while also concluding that the influence on internal motion is unclear. Baseline drift has been demonstrated in internal tumor motion studies^(^ [^27^](#acm20090-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^28^](#acm20090-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ and significant shifts are found in some patients.^(^ [^5^](#acm20090-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^28^](#acm20090-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ A definitive correlation between external and internal drift is not available and must be investigated on a patient‐by‐patient basis.^(^ [^11^](#acm20090-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^29^](#acm20090-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} ^)^

We calculated duty cycle for the patients and volunteers from the position of end exhale for simulated amplitude‐based gating. Most clinical gating studies use a 25%--50% duty cycle.^(^ [^21^](#acm20090-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} ^)^ We found that this corresponded to a median amplitude gating window of 10%--30% for both patients and volunteers. On average, this gating window is very small, approximately 1--3 mm of external motion, requiring external surrogate monitoring with submillimeter accuracy.

V. CONCLUSIONS {#acm20090-sec-0009}
==============

We analyzed external chest wall respiratory motion for 120 patient and 25 volunteer traces to determine mean values for peak‐to‐peak amplitude, period, and end exhale phase. Statistically and potentially clinically significant differences were found for both peak‐to‐peak amplitude between the patient and volunteer abdominal measurements ($1.0 \pm 0.5$ cm vs. $0.8 \pm 0.3$ cm), and between the volunteer abdominal and thoracic measurements ($0.8 \pm 0.3$ cm vs. $0.2 \pm 0.2$ cm). As well, inter‐ and intrafraction variability was evaluated for 55 patients and it was found that variability between fractions was larger than variability within a fraction, and that amplitude was more variable than period and end exhale phase for both inter‐ and intrafraction measurements. This study provides a database of parameters to use when testing implementation of techniques that rely on external surrogates. It also provides a useful comparison between patients with mainly liver, lung, and abdominal cancer and a volunteer population that could more accurately represent breast cancer patients.
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